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Forms concept

Puristic, clean set of bath and washbasin with a refreshing 
element of asymmetry.

Forms Concept
Subtle transformation of shapes in two forms.

Subtle transformation of the longitudinal shapes of the 
bath and basin created an original concept. 

Forms 02 SetForms 01 Set

Bath
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Bath
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Washbasin
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Washbasin
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Table 
for the washbasin

Table 
for the washbasin

Minimalism in its purest form

With the option of custom final implementation
You yourself can aesthetically finalise the design of the bath so that it fits with your 
personality and your bathroom. By using a wood corpus, ceramic tiling or artificial stone, 
you will give your bath a different overall look. We also offer a white panel for the bath.

Shape that never gets old 
Our designer transformed the usual symmetry of rectangular baths by making one 
of the sides wider than the other.  

Note: The  Forms 01 bath can be complemented with BVS1, BVS2, CVS2, PVS1, VS2, VS3 or VS5 bath 
screens, or bath door AVDP3. We recommend using an 800 mm drain set with the bath.  

Product (type)

BATH
Forms 01 170x75
Forms 01 180x80

SUPPORTS + PANELS + PANELKITS
Forms 01 170x75 support
Forms 01 180x80 support
Front panel U 170
Front panel U 180
Front panelkit
Side panel U 75
Side panel U 80

75
 / 

80
 cm

170 / 180 cm

240 l
203 l

CAPACITY

27 kg
24 kg

WEIGHT 10 YEAR 
WARRANTY  
FOR BATHS

10 
CONCEPTS CHROMOTHERAPY

Forms 01 Bath
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Forms 02 Bath

Slight curvature for new dynamics

With the option of custom final implementation
You yourself can aesthetically finalise the design of the bath so that it fits with your 
personality and your bathroom.By using a wood corpus, ceramic tiling or artificial 
stone, you will give your bath a different overall look. We also offer a white panel for 
the bath.

New design for a classic bath
The familiar rectangular bath shape was re-energised through slight curvature. The 
curved inner shape of the bath brings into the bathroom a pleasant atmosphere 
and greater enjoyment from bathing. 

80
 cm

180 cm

Note: The Forms 02 bath can be combined with CVS2, VS2, VS3, VS5, PVS1, BVS1 or BVS2 bath 
screens or the AVDP3 bath door. We recommend using an 800 mm drain set with the bath.  

Product (type)

BATH
Forms 02 180x80

SUPPORTS + PANELS + PANELKITS
Forms 02 180x80 support
Front panel U 180
Front panelkit
Side panel U 80
Floor-mounted bath water tap CR 080.00
Floor-mounted bath water tap FM 081.00 

240 l

CAPACITY

27 kg

WEIGHT 10 YEAR 
WARRANTY  
FOR BATHS

10 
CONCEPTS CHROMOTHERAPY

Forms Washbasins and Tables

Forms 01 Washbasin  
500 / 600 x 390 mm
Pleasantly large space for 
washing and universally modern 
shapes. 

Forms 02 Washbasin
500 / 600 x 410 mm
Aside from practical dvantages, 
also provides an aesthetic 
experience thanks to the 
slightly arched shapes. 

Product dimensions are specified as width x depth 

L Table  
800 / 1000 / 1200 x 550 x 50 mm
Table with an original shape, primarily for 
Forms washbasins. Attachment to the wall 
using special hidden brackets which are a part 
of the package. Pre-cut opening based on the 
shape of the washbasin.

I Table
800 / 1000 / 1200 x 550 x 70 mm 
Universal table for washbasins. 
Attachment using classic brackets 
included in the package. Without  
a pre-cut opening; suitable for the 
majority of basins thanks to sufficient 
depth (distance from the wall).  WASHBASINS Dimensions 

(mm)
Forms 01 washbasin  500x390
Forms 01 washbasin  600x390
Forms 02 washbasin 500x410
Forms 02 washbasin 600x410

EXTRAS

Washbasin waste plug, fixed
Chromium-plated waste trap

TABLES Dimensions 
(mm)

L table 800 800x550x50
L table 1000 1000x550x50
L table 1200 1200x550x50
I table 800 800x550x70
I table 1000 1000x550x70
I table 1200 1200x550x70

Two different shapes, for both a minimalist bathroom,  
and a more dynamic atmosphere. Spacious washbasins  
with subtle bordering and a clean look. 

Ample storage space 
Wide choice of colours Special 
impregnation against humidity

For basins from the Forms 
series, we recommend the use 
of the TD 015.00 tap. 

Product dimensions are specified as width x depth 

WIDTH

50 / 60 

cm

CONCEPTS WIDTH

80 / 100 / 
120
cm

IMPREGNATION
AGAINST HUMIDITY

Boards are available in 
white, oak or walnut.

Walnut Oak White

Colour design:
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FURNITURE Dimensions (mm)

Ring mirror 800 800x29x700
Ring mirror 1000 1000x29x700
SD 800 Ring 800x380x420
SD 1000 Ring 1000x380x420
SB 300 Ring 300x300x1550

Ring Washbasins and Furniture

Modern shape - the horizontal line of the basin follows the bathroom 
wall and does not intrude into the space The longitudinal orientation 
of the basin provides freedom of movement for the arms

Doubled storage space - non-traditionally 
partitioned vertical cabinet Compact and 
fresh unit for every bathroom

Ring Mirror
800 / 1000 x 29 x 700 mm
The height of this simple mirror  
will satisfy every member of the 
family. 

SD Ring 
800 / 1000 x 380 x 420 mm
The horizontal implementation of the 
cabinet and basin provides more space in 
the bathroom and more room for storage.

SB Ring 
300 x 300 x 1550 mm L/R
Exceptionally practical!  
Shelves are fitted not only 
in the body, but the door 
of the cabinet as well. 
Subtle metal barriers in two 
heights prevent the items 
on the shelves from falling. Product dimensions are specified as width x depth 

L - left-sided option, R - right-sided option.
Product dimensions: width x depth x height 

WASHBASINS     Dimensions 
(mm)

Ring 800 washbasin 800x380
Ring 1000 washbasin 1000x380

EXTRAS

Washbasin waste plug, fixed 
Waste trap U pipe
Chromium-plated waste trap

The Ring washbasins fit nicely with 
the Chrome bathroom extras. They 
facilitate cleaning and ensure long-term 
satisfaction thanks to durable and  
easy-to-maintain materials..

WIDTH

80 / 100 

cm

IMPREGNATION
AGAINST HUMIDITY

The cabinet doors are always 
in all white or grey colour..

Grey White

Colour design:

Ring Washbasin
800 / 1000 x 380 mm The basin cannot be installed 
onto the wall separately; installation is only 
possible in combination with the cabinet.

Simple and elegant washbasins, pure of form
The longitudinal orientation of the basin provides freedom of 
movement for the arms

Simply luxurious thanks to accurately angled  
edges at 45°, which fit perfectly and  
soothe the eye. Real ash veneer on  
the door in trendy cherry hue

Clear Washbasin
800 / 1000 x 380 mm
The basin cannot be installed onto the wall 
separately; installation is only possible in 
combination with the cabinet.

Clear Mirror
800 / 1000 x 440 mm
Mirror with an integrated 
light.Designed to be 
placed above the Clear 
washbasin. 

SD Clear 

800 / 1000 x 380 x 420 mm
The depth of the basin and the cabinet 
is almost 40 cm. The cabinet creates a 
longitudinal, horizontal look and does not 
intrude into the bathroom space. 

SB Clear
400 x 350 x 1550 mm 
L/R
The double door along 
with the inner drawer 
provide a pleasantly 
partitioned space for 
the placement of items 
of various sizes.Product dimensions are specified as width x depth 

L - left-sided option, R - right-sided option.
Product dimensions: width x depth x height 

FURNITURE Dimensions 
(mm)

Clear mirror 800 800x30x440
Clear mirror 1000 1000x30x440
SD 800 Clear 800x380x420
SD 1000 Clear 1000x380x420
SB 400 Clear 400x350x1550

WASHBASINS     Dimensions 
(mm)

Clear 800 washbasin 800x380
Clear 1000 washbasin 1000x380

EXTRAS

Washbasin waste plug, fixed
Waste trap U pipe
Chromium-plated waste trap

The look from the side is undisturbed by 
any superfluous material, the edges are 
perfectly trimmed and fit to a millimetre. The 
longitudinal orientation of the basin with 
furniture does not intrude 
into the bathroom space.

WIDTH

80 / 100 

cm

IMPREGNATION
AGAINST 
HUMIDITY

The cabinet doors 
are in white or cherry 
always in combination with 
a white side decoration.

Cherry White

Colour design:

Clear Washbasins and Furniture
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Galaxy Shower Tray

Gigant 100x80, 120x90

LA

Suitable for:
bricked space (a niche) or shower area created by combining 
a shower door and fixed wall shower doors: ASDP3 SDZ3 
BLDP2 BLDP4 BSDPS BLRV2K + BLRV2K NRDP2 NRDP4 
PDOP1 PDOP2 CSD1 CSD2 CSDL2 CRV2 CRV1 SMSD2 
BSD2

fixed walls: PSS APSS BLPS RPS CPS SMPS

L - left-sided product option
R - right-sided product option.

Galaxy tray type

Gigant 100 x 80
Gigant 120 x 90

Support (base)

Universal Base 600 (for trays 80) 
Universal Base 650 (for trays 90) 

Hydromassage  Panels

Product
(type)

Dimensions 
(mm)

Jet Light 230x1420
Jet Pure 280x1550

Jet Pure
Due to the placement of the controls, 
thermostatic tap and hand shower on the side 
of the panel, the Jet Pure does not place high 
demands on the depth of the shower enclosure 
and lines up optically with the wall. This allows 
the simple body with three jet zones and head 
shower to stand out even more. The washing 
and running jet with intense stream will serve 
you in every day use of the shower enclosure.

Practical placement of 
controls on the side of the 
panel

Large-size head shower

The graceful shapes of the Classic taps delimited by the straight top surface 
perfectly complement the subtle lines of the baths and basins.  
New practical details fulfil all the requirements of modern aesthetics.

 
Note: The built-in Classic water taps will be available from 06/2016.

Slim and elegant

Wall-mounted  
shower water tap  
without set  
150 mm 
CR 032.00/150

Kitchen sink 
 standing water tap  
 
CL 016.00

Built-in
bath/shower tap 
with diverter
CL 061.00

Built-in 
shower tap  
without diverter
CL 062.00

Built-in
bath/shower tap  
with diverter, - for R-box
CL 065.00

Built-in 
shower tap 
without diverter, - for R-box
CL 066.00The Classic water taps come with a 5 year warranty.

The diameter 25 mm ceramic cartridge has been tested 
for a minimum life of 30 years.

Hidden aerator - allows the elegant curves to shine.

30  YEAR
SERVICE LIFE

OF THE 
CARTRIDGE

30 

5 
5 YEAR

WARRANTY ON  
WATER TAPS

FLEXIFLOW

Classic Water Tap

Wall-mounted bath tap 
without set 
150 mm  
CL 022.00/150

Washbasin standing tap  
without outlet
CL 012.00

Bidet standing tap  
with outlet
CL 055.00

Washbasin standing tap  
with outlet
CL 011.00

Jet Light
Subtly elegant, yet effective:  
those are the words that characterise the Jet 
Light hydromassage panel. Its aluminium 
body carries four directionally adjustable 
jets for massaging the main body parts; also 
includes a head and hand shower. 
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10° Bathroom Extras

Chrome Water Taps and Extras

Double hooklet  
TD 100.00 

10° closer to absolute comfort

A set of the most necessary assistants to your pleasant stay in the bathroom. 

 
 

Note: 10° bathroom extra will be available from 07/2016.

Soap holder 
(glass)
TD 200.00 

Single hooklet  
TD 110.00 

Soap  
dispenser 
(glass)  
TD 231.00 

Holder with two 
cups (glass)
TD 220.00 

Rotary towel 
holder 42 cm
TD 340.00 

Toilet brush 
holder 
and toilet brush 
(glass)
TD 410.00 

Glass shelf 
 60 cm  
TD 500.00 

Towel rack  
with holder 63 cm 
TD 330.00 

Towel holder  
63 cm
TD 310.00 

Holder with a cup 
(glass)
TD 210.00 

Towel holder  
25 cm
TD 300.00 

Double tower 
holder 63 cm
TD 320.00 

Toilet paper 
holder
TD 400.00 

The 10° bathroom extras come with a 5 year warranty.

For cleaning of bathroom extras, use RAVAK Cleaner Chrome 
or other non-aggressive cleaners in order to prevent damage 
to the chromium surface layer.CLEANER 

CHROME

5 
5 YEAR

WARRANTY

Washbasin 
standing water tap  
333 mm, without outlet
CR 015.00

The complete range of Chrome water taps will 
be in natural harmony with every bathroom.  
Clear minimalist lines match  
the other parts of the Chrome  
concept of bathrooms.

Security of style

Note: The CR 015.00 tap will be available from 06/2016. 

Washbasin  
built-in water tap  
CR 019.00

Washbasin  
standing water tap  
with bidet shower,  
without outlet
CR 112.00

Thermostatic 
built-in
Chrome tap 
- three-way 
for R-box Multi
CR 067.00

Thermostatic 
built-in Chrome 
bath/shower
with diverter  
CR 063.00

Thermostatic  
built-in Chrome 
shower 
without diverter
CR 064.00

The Chrome water taps come with a 5 year warranty.

The diameter 35 mm ceramic cartridge has been tested 
for a minimum life of 30 years.

Adjustable aerator - allows the adjustment 
of the water stream as needed.

CARTRIDGE
SERVICE LIFE

30 YEARS

30 

5 
5 YEAR

WARRANTY ON  
WATER TAPS

FLEXIFLOW

Rotary towel holder  
42 cm
CR 340.00 

Single hooklet
CR 110.00 

Toilet paper holder
CR 420.00 
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Thermostatic Water Taps and Dual Shower Systems

Showers and Extras

The thermostatic tap will balance the changes of water pressure and 
temperature in the pipes, ensuring the water of the shower will always be the 
temperature you have set. You will never look back once you have tried the 
thermostatic water tap.

Constant Water Temperature

All thermostatic taps feature a ceramic cartridge for water flow control and a 
thermostatic cartridge for water temperature control. Like the complete water 
taps, the cartridges are guaranteed for 5 years.

To clean the taps, use the RAVAK Cleaner Chrome or other non-
aggressive cleaners which will not damage the chrome surface layer.

Easy way of scale removal.

5 
5 YEAR

WARRANTY ON  
WATER TAPS

CLEANER 
CHROME

EASYCLEAN

Thermostatic wall-
mounted shower tap 
Termo 300 
without set
150 mm
TE 033.00/150

Thermostatic wall-mounted 
 bath tap Termo 300 
without set
150 mm
TE 023.00/150

Bath shower  
pillar Termo 300,  
with thermostatic tap  
and shower set  
TE 092.00/150 

Shower  
pillar Termo 300,  
with thermostatic tap  
and shower set  
TE 093.00/150

The shower's beautiful design fulfils not only the 
aesthetic function, but also ensures resistance 
of the entire mechanism, long service life, 
lower water consumption, simple cleaning and 
maintenance.

Long-term Pleasure and Delight

SoftRain is a technology which allows air to 
be sucked automatically into the shower head, 
thus saving water. Moreover, the stream of water 
enhanced with air bubbles makes the showering 
experience even more relaxing.

Function for simple cleaning of small shower nozzles. 
Scale formed on the jets can be simply 
wiped off with a gentle touch of your hand.

To clean the taps, use the RAVAK Cleaner Chrome 
or other non-aggressive cleaners which do not 
damage the chrome surface layer.

SOFTRAIN

EASYCLEAN

CLEANER 
CHROME

Head shower ABS  
square - white 
250 mm
983.10

Overhead shower Slim, 
Chrome
round 300 mm, 984.00 
round 200 mm, 984.01 
 

Hand shower Air,  
3 functions 
120 mm
white, 958.10   
chrome, 958.00  

Hand shower Air,  
1 function 
120 mm
white, 959.10 chrome,  
959.00  

Hand shower  
Flat XXL,  
3 functions 
ø 140 mm
961.00

Hand shower  
Flat S, 1 function 
ø 100 mm
960.00

Shower hose 
SilverShine 
from durable plastic
150 cm, 914.00  
200 cm, 914.02  

Shower hose  
, metal with protec-
tive 
layer
150 cm, 915.00  
200 cm, 915.02  

Plastic 
shower holder  
612.00

Bar with sliding shower 
holder and 
wall outlet, 60 cm 
975.00



The manufacturer reserves the right to make technical changes to individual products, design and packaging of the product and make changes to prices.  
The manufacturer is not responsible for any print errors, should they occur.

EXPORT DEPARTMENT

+ 420 318 427 288
RAVAK a. s.  
Obecnická 285, 261 01 Příbram 1  
Czech Republic 
tel.: +420 318 427 111, 318 427 200  
fax: +420 318 427 269, 318 427 278  
e-mail: export@ravak.cz
www.ravak.com


